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Working with PSF brings me so much

hope, and inspiration for the people

we serve. It definitely puts a different 

perspective on life when we see the people

we touch regain the ability to go about their

normal daily chores & lifestyle. Going to 

various places allows me to meet a lot of

amazing individuals who are glad and 

thankful and many tell me how impressed

they are with the service that they have 

received. Working on the frontline often

brings me to tears when I see the extent of

poverty and inability to access what we call

primary healthcare. 

I am so proud and excited to be writing the

welcome this year. Ade took on the task last

year which gave me a break, but I truly am

thankful to God that PSF is fulfilling purpose 

as is highlighted in this 4th Edition of Sight 

Matters.

We are so pleased PSF will be 5 this year and

I am truly humbled to be a part of it. I'm 

totally convinced & excited at the prospect

that 2019 will see us move to greater levels

of impact.

2018 was an unbelievably productive year

which saw us surpass all our targets.

Its difficult to fathom but the fact is we've

seen over 17,000 patient’s worldwide since

inception.

As always, we are not going to rest on our

laurels but push forward and press on into

the New Year and beyond. We have set a

target of holding at least 25 outreaches this

year and screening 10,000 people.  So watch

this space!

I hope you enjoy this edition of Sight Matters

and feel inspired to either continue or start

to support the cause! 

Regards

Biyi

SIGHT MATTERS 4TH EDITION

Director’s View
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Precious Sight Foundation would not be 
inexistence but for a seemingly unfortunate

experience Biyi & her family went through
in 2013.

Biyi lost most of her vision and after 6 months of
darkness and a successful transplant; Precious
Sight was birthed out of a new found desire to
help as many people worldwide overcome wide
ranging sight ailments.

The impact of her ordeal experience has given
Biyi the unrelenting passion and zeal to help 
others as she has had first hand experience of the
impact of the loss of vision has on a family.

As an organisation we can't afford to lose sight
of the reason why we exist as it keeps us 
focussed and determined to break limits in our
cause.

On an annual basis we document in Sight 
Matters where we have been and what we have
done. 

This year thankfully, PSF is turning 5 years old and
as such we want to take you down memory lane.

PSF’s first mission trip was to Port Elizabeth,

South Africa. We partnered with House of Wells

in August 2015. 

Our Story So Far
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We have gradually built momentum by 

increasing the number of mission trips we do

annually alongside ad-hoc work.

Our mainstay in Nigeria has become – free basic

screening where we supply prescription and

reading glasses, and eye drops. In The Gambia

we provide free screening, eye drops and

Cataract Surgeries. I am sure you are wondering

why we do different things in different 

countries. The simple reason is that we try our

best to do what is needed in the particular 

region we serve. We understand in Nigeria even

though we have many people with eye 

infections that we can treat easily we also found

out that the need for prescription glasses is

huge. Typically, on each of our trips we give out

over 35 prescription glasses per day. Bayo

Adewumi (Nigeria Operations Lead) has worked

hard with Biyi to source and deliver cost 

effective eye drops and lenses. 

After going to The Gambia 4 times a lot of due

diligence was done to establish the needs of the

locals. Working with Tata Jobe (Gambia Lead) it

became clear that the people in the very rural

areas were the ones who needed to benefit

from our service the most. In 2017 we looked

at how we could harness our operations to 

impact this populace of people whom we 

would not have reached with our standard 

Outreaches. We did this by Commissioning Tata

Jobe to begin the Bansang Monthly Outreach.

Tata has worked on this and gradually built up

momentum. 

2018 saw PSF move into new territories with

regards to Outreaches. We made mega strides

and did a whopping 22 Outreaches. We saw

nearly 9,000 people and we made new 

collaborations. PSF has become a force to be

reckoned with and we are very proud of what

we have achieved so far!

Here are a few pics from over the years….
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We attended RCCG Faith City Ojodu in May. Dr Olorunnimbe set up

the Outreach in conjunction with the Church Leadership. Whenever

we use a Church premises we have a ready crowd which means we

don’t really have to advertise. As usual we were grateful to have Dr

Olorunnimbe attend. We saw 196 people. We issued 46 prescription

glasses, 51 reading glasses and 60 bottles of eye drops.

Alhaja Omobolanle Akinyemi-Obe, Executive
Chairman, Coker Aguda Local Council 
Development Area in Surulere, Lagos, worked
with Dr Olorunnimbe as she wanted to help the 
locals in Surulere commemorate World 
Glaucoma week. PSF were happy to oblige and
received a donation towards the cost of the 
programme. We saw 201 people, provided 61
prescription glasses, 47 reading glasses, and 74
bottles of eye drops and the people of Aguda
were very pleased!

2018 IN

NIGERIA

AGUDA OUTREACH - 
SURULERE

RCCG OJODU

9
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An organisation personally known to Biyi for the good work that
it does, the Funmi Adewole Foundation invited PSF to join them
on their annual outreach in 2018, and the destination was Kabba
in Kogi State of Nigeria. This outreach was a huge eye opener as
we worked alongside a Foundation who attends to all areas of
the body. As a result thousands of people attended and we had
great difficulty in managing those to be screened. We saw over
1000 people in 3 days. We issued 115 prescription glasses, 663
reading glasses and 493 bottles of eye drops. 

FUNMI ADEWOLE FOUNDATION
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Dr Omotayo (our Lead Optometrist in Nigeria)
contacted PSF to ask if we would partner with
a family who wished to provide eye screening
to the Aramoko Indegines. We sent a team 
of staff to help out and we screened 300 
people. As always - our services were 
invaluable. We gave out 103 prescription
glasses and 115 reading glasses. We also 
supplied 91 bottles of eye drops.

MOPA

ARAMOKO EKITI 

We were very pleased to partner with Angel’s Abode UK who were keen for PSF to go to Mopa in
Kogi State to provide 2 days of Outreach. We did this on the back of the Kabba Outreach. We were
met by the King who was very keen for us to help the indigenes of his town. We delivered a 
2 day service and saw over 550 people.  We issued 46 prescription glasses, 340 reading glases and
146 bottles of eye drops.



For the second year running the PSF team,  an

enthusiastic team of highly professional 

Optometrists and volunteers travelled to Ikenne

Remo, Ogun State, Nigeria in July 2018 for a 

3-day mission. The group were received at 

the venue, Peak International School by 

representatives of the “Ikenne Consortium” ably

supported by the staff of the school. Many of the

inhabitants of Ikenne and its environs had been

eagerly awaiting the commencement of the 

outreach as a result of the excellent reports and

testimonies received from the previous year’s

beneficiaries. On the first day of the outreach,

people had started queuing from as early as

7.00am. By the time the team arrived at 9.00am

there were over 250 people  waiting.

A member of the team gave an initial talk on 

appropriate hygiene for the eyes, sharing simple

tips for healthy eye sight. Despite the enormity of

the crowd, the entire process from registration to

consultation went hitchfree. There was a huge

dose of gratitude from everyone who was seen.

By the end of the 3 days 1014 people had been

seen and we ran out of reading glasses. In total,

223 prescription and 524 reading glasses were

issued, a further 447 prescription eye drops were

dispensed and referrals for future investigations

were given.

People travelled from nearby towns such as

Sagamu, Illishan etc. but many had to be turned

back on the last day of the outreach due to 

capacity issues. As a show of support, the Hon.

Commissioner for Budget and Planning, Ogun

State, Ms Adenrele Adesina who is an indigene

of Ikenne was on hand to see first hand the 

operations and show support.

Once again the mission was part funded by the

kind generosity of friends and family who are

mostly indigenes of Ikenne- Remo. We continue

to be grateful to all these individuals who share

in the vision of service and giving back to the

community. We have thus aptly named them the

“Ikenne Consortium”.  We shall be returning to

Ikenne in 2019 with the PSF Team and believe

strongly that PSF will in the very near future 

partner with the State and Local government in

the provision of annual eye testing to the people

of Ikenne-Remo and its environs.
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IKENNE OUTREACH
by Moji Adebajo
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Off the back of the Funmi Adewole Foundation Outreach we were 
contacted by Dr Sam Oloyo of Texas, USA who wished to engage our
services. 
We gave 3 days of a much needed service to over 1,100 people. The
sheer desperation of the people up in the interior parts of Nigeria is 
almost unreal – its survival of the fittest! We ended up giving out 199
prescription glasses, 568 reading glasses and 498 eyedrops to very
needy people.

In 2018, Biyi decided to do something a little 

different in honour of World Sight Day themed

“’Eye Care Everywhere” which was on October

11th. With one of our Trustees, Kemi Salami in 

attendance, we decided to do a full blown 2 day

outreach in the heart of down town Lagos Island on

the 12th and 13th October. We had a full team on

board, extra volunteers and saw around 750 

people. We worked with the support of Daughters

of Destiny, SUCCOUR Team and were lucky to have

the use of the Grace Arena Church Hall, Joseph

Street, Lagos.  We gave out 170 prescription

glasses, 297 reading glasses and 365 prescription

eye drops to very happy recipients.

AYETORO GBEDE

WORLD SIGHT DAY INCENTIVE
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Our final Outreach for the year was our annual Let’s Go A Fishing Offering. As usual Dr Olorunnimbe
led the programme and we saw just under 200 people. Our focus on this occasion was on giving
reading glasses and eye drops.  We were part funded by RCCG Province 5, Lagos, and we were 
extremely grateful to have the presence of Pastor Dupe Afolabi, Executive Director of the RCCG 
Central Office, London lend a helping hand on the day.

LGAF – AGEGE STADIUM, LAGOS

GAmbia

We started the Bansang Monthly Outreach in March 2017. It is headed by Tata
Jobe, our Gambian Lead. It was a huge success so we decided to build on our
reach. We increased our numbers from 100 people per month and 5 Cataract 
Operations to 200 people per month and 10 Cataract Operations. We ended up
seeing 2,276 people in total and were very pleased at how many people we 
actually saw.

In addition to this, over the course of the year we gave out 1,480 prescription eye
drops to people in very rural parts of the country. This has become our most 
consistent and successful project so far.

BANSANG MONTHLY OUTREACH
(January to December 2018)
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After the success of the 2017 visit to Freetown, PSF
decided to go back as we wish to establish a 
continued presence there. Biyi delegated the initiative
to Tata Jobe to manage. This was trialled in December
2018 as PSF intends to roll out more work in Sierra
Leone in 2019. To support Tata, Patricia Smith (from
the UK) was on hand to liaise with Biyi throughout the
event. The 2 days of outreach in the centre of 
Freetown resulted in PSF seeing 550 people. We 
issued 130 prescription glasses, 162 reading glasses
and 78 eye drops.

FREETOWN(December 2018) 

Sierra Leone
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This was her diagnosis and the
outcome
Tiwatope Adekunle, a bubbly and
cheerful girl presented in Ekiti 
State University Teaching Hospital,
(EKUSTH) Ado-Ekiti, Nigeria  in 2017
with a history of tearing of the two
eyes (for a duration of 2 months) 
abnormal enlargement of the globe
and bluish discoloration of the
cornea. 

A diagnosis of primary congenital
glaucoma (PCG) was made. At 
barely 1 year old, in 2017, surgery 
(Trabeculectomy+Trabeculotomy) was
carried out on the two eyes. She was
later discharged and followed up
closely.

However, on September, 2nd 2018,
an examination done showed an 
increase in the corneal diameter 
(vertically and horizontally) as well as
an increase in the intra-ocular 
pressure (IOP) of both eyes. An 
assessment of a failed surgery was

made. This was devastating to both
the professionals but moreso 
Tiwatope’s parents who had no
means of paying or raising funds for
repeat surgery. 

In order to prevent her eventual 
blindness an urgent repeat surgery
was planned but unfortunately, her 
parents could not afford the cost of
the surgery and really did not know
what they could do. 

Dr Faith knew that Tiwatope 
desperately needed surgery and 
contacted PSF to see how they could
intervene. Luckily for Tiwatope, PSF
was able to pay for the surgery in
order to save her vision. The surgery
was carried out successfully on the
4th of October, 2018. Tiwatope’s 
parents are very grateful to PSF for
helping to save their little girl’s sight
and Tiwatope has returned to being
the inquisitive, fun loving girl that 
she is.

TIWA’S
SIGHT SAVED

Let’s meet Tiwatope Adekunle, a 22 month old baby girl born in 
Ado-Ekiti born with Congenital Glaucoma.

Due to the major increase in our outreach work we did not focus on
individual cases in 2018. However we could not refuse Tiwatope
Adekunle’s case when we heard. Dr Faith is very passionate about
her work and knows that PSF are always keen to help life changing
cases, especially those concerning children. As soon as she knew of
Tiwatope’s case she contacted Biyi to try and help the child.

We were extremely pleased to step in and helped save the sight of
the little girl from Ado-Ekiti. She was born with congenital glaucoma
and was 22 months old when we were told about her in September
2018.

Her case was very critical as the pressure in her eyes was so high we
had to arrange for her surgery to take place as soon as she was 
referred to us so she wouldn’t lose her vision permanently. Her 
surgery was very successful and thanks to PSF Tiwatope will have
the use of her eyes for a long time. 

FEATURES
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE
THE BASICS OF 
CANCER OF THE EYE  

Cancer of the eye is still quite rare and it is
usually treatable with timely specialist 

intervention. 
Intraocular melanoma is the most common type
of cancer that develops within the eyeball in
adults, but it is still fairly rare. When melanoma
develops in the eye, it is usually in the uvea (uveal
melanomas) and rarely in the conjunctiva 
(conjuctival melanomas).

Eye Cancer is caused by an uncontrollable growth
of the cells in or around the eye. There are several
types of eye Cancer’s that develop in the eye: 
ocula melanoma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and
retinoblastoma (found in young children). These
are all primary eye cancer’s. 
Sometimes cancer starts elsewhere in the body
and spreads into the eye. Eye cancer is often 
detected during a routine eye test by an optician
as many people do not have visible symptoms. 

When the cancer is confined to the eye, the 5-year
relative survival rate is about 80%. For people

with eye melanomas that have spread to distant
parts of the body, the 5-year relative survival rate
is about 15%.

In nearly a third of the cases, retinoblastoma (a
rare form of cancer that rapidly develops from
cells in the retina) occurs in both eyes. While
symptoms are not evident early in the disease, 
increasing pain and vision loss eventually signal
the problem. In addition to damaging vision, eye
tumors can spread to the optic nerve, the brain
and the rest of the body.

Unfortunately, it’s unclear why some cancer’s
occur in the eye and due to many not having
symptoms it is important that when diagnosed
treatment is sought after as soon as possible. The
type of treatment given varies according to the
type of tumour and how advanced it is. The good
thing though is that there is a lot of critical 
ongoing research being done across the world to
help treat the different cancer’s of the eye, so
there is hope for many. 

by Biyi Adewumi

Symptoms 

• shadows, flashes of light, or wiggly lines in your vision.

• blurred vision.

• a dark patch in your eye that's getting bigger.

• partial or total loss of vision.

• bulging of 1 eye.

• a lump on your eyelid or in your eye that's increasing in size.

• pain in or around your eye, although this is rare.

FEATURES
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PSF AT AFRICA
HEALTHCARE WEEK 
2018
On 6th and 7th March 2018, Biyi and Toyin

Akinfolarin joined Tolu Falowo from 
Cancer Aware Nigeria to acquire a greater 
understanding of the healthcare needs in Africa.
There was so much information available.

At the end of the 2 days and after some careful 
deliberation, they came up with the following 
relevant bullet points. 

•   There is a greater need for a more unified and
     far reaching approach to healthcare in Africa.

•   More of a holistic approach towards 
     healthcare in many of the countries is 
     required.  

•   There is a greater need for organisations 
     including those of us in the Charitable 
     sector to help make a difference. Charitable
     collaborations could be very beneficial to 
     many countries. 

•   Money or Finances are a major consideration
     as many people in Africa can’t afford basic 
     healthcare.

In essence, the huge continent of Africa has
many diverse needs. Various countries have 
limited or insufficient social welfare systems 
for healthcare. So people suffer incredibly.

Overall, the face of healthcare in Africa is so 
diverse and very haphazard in the delivery of its
care to its people. Some of the poorest people in
the world live in parts of Africa and they miss out
on access to a lot of basic care. 

Going forward, PSF found this opportunity to be
beneficial and as such will;
     - continue to find various ways to reach
     people 
     - try and access as many remote and rural
     areas as possible 
     - work on partnering with local organisa-
     tion’s - including suppliers, producers and
     individuals.

21
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Dr Faith, as she is fondly called has worked with
PSF since 2016 and has provided the supervisory
oversight to the professional Team (Optometrists
and Opticians). She is responsible for the 
recruitment, retention and welfare of all of the
medical team. She also ensures we are working
within current professional boundaries and as
such she is very well regarded by us here at PSF.

RESUME - My name is Dr Faith Osemiyeme 
Omotayo. I am a Principal Optometrist. I studied
the Doctor of Optometry Degree (O. D) at 
University of Benin, Benin City and graduated in
2004. I was retained immediately after my NYSC
in the same tertiary where I served. I worked
there until April 2015 when I relocated to Ekiti
State and picked up an appointment with the
Ekiti State University Teaching Hospital, Ado Ekiti,
where I work presently. I have participated in the
Lagos State Programme for Prevention of 
Blindness (Jigi Bola) 2003 as well as in the Ramota
Ibironke Babalakin Trust Free Eye Care 
Programme for Owo Community, Ondo State
(2006) to mention a few. I have a relatively large
horizon of experience and professional 
competence having worked with highly rated
senior colleagues/professionals 

with seas of knowledge and in large hospitals
(both privately owned and government owned
tertiary hospitals).

Let’s hear from Dr Faith;  
My work with PSF started in September, 2016
when we carried out free screening in Efon
Alaaye (in Ekiti State, Nigeria) Eruwa (in Oyo
State, Nigeria) and finally Ile–Ife (Osun State,
Nigeria). Over 954 people were attended to,
while over 574 glasses and over 334 eye drops
were dispensed freely.  Ever since then, I have
participated in several PSF organized outreaches
(in Nigeria).

The turnout of people during these outreaches
have always been overwhelming and the 
ever-ready response of PSF as to the provision of
free services and dispensing of such a massive
number of spectacles, drugs and even sponsoring
further referrals consultation/investigation to 
appropriate professionals, even after the 
outreaches drives home the strong point that 
indeed PSF is a genuine and serious minded 
missionary NGO with a goal to touch lives
through the provision of vision care to the needy
/less privileged in our society. This is seen in the
Foundation’s readiness to go all the way to
rural/remote areas despite the inconveniences 
involved in accessing these localities e.g bad
roads.

SOME OF THE PEOPLE THAT
MAKE THINGS WORK!
Let’s meet some of our key professional operational staff in Nigeria. When PSF started
work earnestly in Nigeria in 2016, it became very clear that we would need to build a
strong team base to deal with the sheer number of outreaches and people we were likely
to see. We were very lucky to recruit some very dedicated and hard working staff. Let’s
meet some of them. 

PSF PROFESSIONAL LEAD, NIGERIA 
FAITH OMOTAYO 
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PSF has touched several lives (which I have 
personally witnessed) from the young to the 
elderly. Just as the eye is considered as the 
window of the body, PSF has helped to open
up/enhance these windows in the lives of several
people who arrive in the venues out of despair
and leave full of hope/life/vigour.

The compassion with which the Foundation 
carries out its missionary work is something worth

encouraging through support in the form of
funds, prayers etc. I always look forward 
to working with PSF as the Foundation 
compassionately puts smiles on the faces of the
less privileged who are always brought back to
life after encountering PSF.

Philemon Oparaku is one of our Nigerian 
veterans. He also started with us in 2016 and has
been instrumental in the stability and setting up
processes and procedures on our Nigerian 
Outreaches. He holds responsibility for the 
production and quality control of our prescription
glasses. 

RESUME - A Principal Dispensing Optician at the
Federal Medical Centre Owo. With 31 years
experience as an Optician in various organisations
both private and governmental. I also work as a 
part-time lecturer with the Millennium College of
Health and Technology, Akure. 

Here are some words from Philemon;
I was invited by Doctor Faith Omotayo to join an
outreach in 2016. I was a little reluctant to attend
because of my past experiences with some 
organizations who hide under the canopy of 
rendering charitable services all as a cover-up just

to campaign and show-case their political 
ambition; but when I met Biyi at Efon Alaye, after  
introducing ourselves, we talked for a while. I saw
a different person completely from those I had
worked with in the past, and after working with
PSF from Efon to Ibarapa then to Ile-Ife, I was 
convinced that the Foundation is really out to 
assist the needy. I was determined to work with
the Foundation anytime they required my 
assistance. Since then we have visited places like
Ojodu in Lagos State, Isara Remo and Ikenne
Remo in Ogun State, we have also visited some
villages in Kogi State like Ayetoro Gbede, Mopa
and Kabba. PSF also came to Owo in Ondo State,
where I reside. Till date, many who have benefited
from the outreaches still show their appreciation.
The last outreach I attended was in Joseph Street,
Lagos and despite some challenges we were able
to assist over 750 people. 
Let me relay some of the experiences of those
who have benefited from the Foundation. 

Philemon Oparaku 
PSF LEAD OPTICIAN, NIGERIA
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•   At Kabba, A pair of high minus prescription
     lenses was dispensed to a 9 year old girl and
     her mother knelt before me and cried. She
     was asked to pay the sum of N18,000 (£38)
     at a particular optical center for her daughter’s
     glasses but she couldn’t afford them and as a
     consequence her academic work suffered
     but she was very grateful to receive a free pair
     of glasses from PSF. 
•   At Owo, PSF gave a pair of glasses to a girl 
     diagnosed with myopia. Her parents were very
     happy because not only did PSF assist to 
     diagnose their daughter’s problem, they also
     provided a free solution.  With a joyful heart
     the girl’s parents prayed that God will 
     continue to bless and assist PSF to touch the
     lives of more people. 

•   At Kabba, a family of 4 benefited from PSF,
     (Father, Mother and their two children). Each
     family member was very happy to receive a
     free pair of glasses and the family head who
     is a petty trader exclaimed in Yoruba 
     language, “Nibo ni mba ti ri Owo Igo Merin
     Lekan” meaning, “where will I have gotten
     money for four pairs of glasses at once”. 
     Evidently PSF is really touching the lives 
     of many. 

Biyi, I love you because you are really touching the
lives of many who are in dire need of better sight.
I will forever thank you for the opportunities you
have given to the needy. God almighty will 
continue to care, provide, assist and help you in
all your daily endeavours.

Sinaayo joined PSF in 2016 and has worked with
us faithfully on many of our missions in Nigeria.
She is our Registration Co-ordinator and ensures
that we capture the correct information for
everyone - as very interestingly a good number
of people try and give us incorrect bio-data due
to illiteracy. As such Sina has become is a proven
asset to PSF.

RESUME - I am Dada Olufunmilayo Sinaayo a
Registered Nurse who presently works in Ekiti
State under the Hospital Management's Board,
Ekiti, Osun State. I have been practising since
2014. I have worked with several private 
organisations and now with the government.

This is what Sina has to say;
I count myself lucky to be part of the PSF family.
I am a Registered Nurse and have been working

with Precious Sight Foundation since 2016. 
Precious Sight Foundation has done more than
anyone could imagine. The love and cooperation
in the team is wonderful. I met Aunty B and the
entire PSF crew through my big Aunt in 2016
and since then the journey has been wonderful.
We have been to more than 10 locations giving
out drugs and glasses to people - restoring 
people’s sight. We have even performed minor
surgeries like removing foreign bodies from the
eye. The best thing though is that all PSF services
are totally free. The look on people’s faces when
we give out glasses and they try reading with
them it is enough to show that a life has been
touched. My working with PSF is one of the best
things I have done. Aunty Biyi and Uncle 
Ade - our generation is blessed to have you.
Your efforts, hard work, time and input are 
immeasurable. PSF has touched many many lives
and I am looking forward to more fruitful years
with this Foundation.

Sinaayo Dada
PSF REGISTRATON 
CO-ORDINATOR, NIGERIA
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Johnny (as he is fondly referred to) joined us in
2017. He was thrown into the deep end at PSF
which can be rather daunting - as he joined us on
one of our busy missions in Aramoko. We felt
that Johnny had the right attitude and would be
an asset to PSF. His hard work has paid off and
Johnny has integrated well into the team. He has
become versatile in his approach to our work and
is now a valuable member of our workforce. 

RESUME - My name is Dr John Omoruyi. I am a
Clinical Optometrist. I studied at Madonna 
University where I acquired a Doctor of 
Optometry degree (O.D) in 2015. I spear headed
a Medical/Eye-screening program during my 
service days in 2017. I am currently a clinical 
practitioner at Maria Assumpta Catholic Hospital
at Ureje, Ado-Ikere Road, Ekiti State. I have 
acquired and am still acquiring varied experience
in clinical and field work.

Here are some words from Johnny. 
The issues pertaining to sight are of a great 
importance to human existence, as the saying
goes ‘sight is the window to the world'. Making
a contribution to this Foundation is paramount to
me as when the opportunity availed itself I saw
working with PSF as a means in which I could give
back to humanity, what has been so freely given
to me out of Grace.

Working with the team at PSF has been a 
mentoring opportunity and an avenue for skill 
acquisition. The first opportunity I had was at
Aramoko in Ekiti State. It was very challenging,
and I struggled with crowd control and 
speediness in doing my duties. I felt like I wasn’t
fully prepared to help deliver a speedy and 
accurate service when faced with the challenge
of a crowd of over 300 people per day.

Working in the team at PSF was really encourag-
ing as my inexperience was easily covered up and
my errors corrected. I was constantly encouraged
with statements from the various team members.
I felt really at home and working with my peers
despite being the youngest in the team.

I believe PSF is a life changing organization that
has touched the lives of so many people who
wouldn’t have been able to afford such health
care services. 

My growth as a professional will always have an
acknowledgement to PSF as it has given me the
opportunity to attend many varied Outreaches
and see a wide range of cases.

John Omoruyi  
PSF OPTOMETRIST, NIGERIA
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BOLUWATIFE ADEOGUN

2018 FUNDRAISERS
AND AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS
Complimentary to our work over the years we are very grateful to have had some 
wonderful and committed fundraisers from various walks of life. Here below are some 
of our outstanding fundraisers who are truly worthy of a mention.

THE AVENUE 
On 15th April 2018, Aramide Adebayo of Long Feet Boutique 
invited PSF to set up a stand at their event ‘The Avenue’ a one stop
shop for ladies shopping. Biyi went along to share the vision and
encourage support. We were given a donation of £60 towards the
cause by the organisers of the event. Thank’s Aramide.

TLC’S BAKE FOR LOVE 
In February 2018, the Children at the Liberty Church did a
fundraiser where they sold cakes to congregants on Sunday
18th February 2018. Hummingbird Bakery kindly donated some
of their cakes. The sale was a huge success and PSF was the 
recipient of a £400 donation. Thank you so much children – we
are really grateful.  

TOYIN KAYODE  
and the Half Marathon Team.

Toyin, Danielle and Morenike were kind enough to take part in the
London Hackney Half Marathon to raise money for PSF. Their hard
work and sacrifice paid off and they raised a whopping £845 for the
Foundation and we remain really grateful. 

In January 2018 Boluwatife Adeogun of Townley Grammer
School, Bexleyheath decided to Fundraise for PSF and we are
grateful to have received a £200 contribution to our kitty.
Thanks Boluwatife!!

MARIA RODREGUIEZ 
Woman to Woman Show on Premier Radio
On 21st June, Biyi was invited to Premier Radio’s Woman to Woman Show
with Maria Rodriguiez to talk about her experience and PSF. Biyi went along
with Yemisi Okusaga and spoke about how she started PSF and the work
that we do. It was such an awesome time on air and a great way to share
with more people what PSF do. Thanks so much for the opportunity Maria. 



FOLA SHODEINDE
In 2017, Fola and her team members at work were so impressed
with the work we do at PSF that they decided to fundraise for us.
In 2018 Fola and the Team – The Security and Privacy Team within
the Digital and Technology Directorate of the Ministry of Justice,
did it again and donated £100 to PSF. Thanks everyone in the team!

SEE US WALK
On 28th July we had our annual See Us Walk Sponsored walk. We
had most of our regular walkers in attendance at Danson Park
again.  We walked, ate, and generally had a fun morning. It was a
successful event as we shared the PSF vision to anyone we could
and we raised about £200.

DEBORAH OYEWUMI 
Deborah is one of our most committed supporters. She 
thoroughly enjoyed helping PSF on a trip to Banjul in 2016. She
was nominated by her borough to be ‘neighbour of the year’ in
her Borough – Southwark in London and was pleased to donate
the £100 Charity donation to PSF. 
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Specsglasses.co.uk provide us with
approximately 90 per cent of our 
recycled  prescription frames at no cost to
us at all. Their benevolence has reduced
our costs significantly. We are always
grateful to them and last year alone we
received over 400 pairs of frames. 

MasterLove Eyelink are responsible for
all our prescription lenses in Nigeria and
supply them to us ata reduced  price. The
lenses are of high quality and they even
manage to get us high prescription and
complex lenses. As a gesture of goodwill
all their would be profit on the lenses we
buy is donated to PSF as they totally 
believe in the work that we do. 

SPOTLIGHT ON OUR SUPPLIERS
We are always thankful our suppliers as they help us reduce costs to provide our services. Specsglasess.co.uk
and MasterLove Eyelink Nigeria Limited are two organisations that we are indebted to. Check them out
below and also feel free to contact them if you need too!
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Who are you?
BUKKY ODUSOTE - BOW 
{Bukky Odusote Worldwide}

How did you get to know about PSF? 
I attended the Precious Sight Foundation launch in
London at the invitation of Mrs Biyi Adewumi, the
founder of PSF.

How long have you supported PSF?
I have supported Precious Sight Foundation since
its inception in July 2014.

Why do you continue to support PSF? 
Supporting PSF was a decision I made primarily
from recounting on Mrs Adewumi’s harrowing 
experience, suddenly waking up on one faithful
morning from a life of enjoying all the privileges
of the use of both eyes to losing the benefit. 
I’m not saying we all don’t have need of the use
of our sight for those times we are awake during
each day but my business as an Executive Presence
Coach - working with colours and details, 
demands that I have both eyes functioning 
perfectly well and in my case my eyes is one of my
key strengths, with keen eyes for details (which
gives me the extra edge), waking up to an 
experience such as this is something that can’t be
imagined - my eye’s as a vital tool of my trade is
extremely beneficial to delivering excellence, for
performance and success hence why I pledged to
supporting this worthy course, as a thank you to
God for the gift of the use of my eyesight and in
return to be a blessing to as many lives as can ben-
efit from the vision of Precious Sight Foundation.

What else would you like to say about PSF?
First, I want to commend the founder and 
everyone who has supported till date for their 
relentless commitment to the course. Secondly, as
mentioned in my why above, we all need the use
of our eyesight through out each day once we are
awake. I believe, for those who have read the 
account of Mrs Adewumi in her book ‘Further
than I can see’ (if you haven’t, I recommend you
do) you can only imagine her experience in the
months that she had to manage with the support
of family and friends to live through such an 
ordeal. You will agree with me that being born
blind is so different from her experience or that of
others who go through similar experiences and
may never be able to recover - thank God that
wasn’t her lot and I believe in appreciation for
being one of few who have had a second chance
to this privilege she has decided to chart this
course to help others to not have to go through
this ordeal by setting up this charity - PSF. 
The words I will like to leave everyone reading
with, is this; we can’t be grateful enough for the
privileges functioning eyes affords us, although
some may say their vision is aided, I have great
news for you - you haven’t lost total use of your
eyesight hence why you are reading this. My
charge for you now is to extend by way of 
gratitude (thank you every morning is great - we
all should practice this, but we can do more) to
give a benefit in kind to someone else who is able
to benefit from this initiative. 
God bless you as you extend love and kindness to
fellow humans so that they also may enjoy the
same benefits just as you, just because they are
human.

Thank you!

WHY I SUPPORT PSF
(A few words from some of our regular donors and fundraisers)



Who are you? 

SEGUN & SOLA OLADAPO

How did you get to know about PSF?
We were invited to the launching of the
book written by the founder of PSF but 
we couldn't attend due to a family 
engagement but we met with the founder
afterwards, bought 10 copies of the book
and she informed us about the charity.

How long have you supported PSF?
Since 2014.

Why do you continue to support PSF?
We believe eye health awareness is crucial and a lot of African countries need 
the support and help that is being provided by PSF. 

What else would you like to say about PSF? 
The work PSF is carrying out in Africa is deeply important, people should not lose their
sight unnecessarily because of illiteracy or poverty if it can be helped. PSF mission is
directed to a real area of need and we can already see evidence of the enormous 
impact they are having in the areas they ate reaching out to.

Precious Sight Foundation (PSF) is a charity very close to my heart and
I have been involved with PSF right from its inception. I help out with
some administrative duties within the charity. 

PSF holds an annual sponsorship walk called ‘See us walk’, which I
help organise; the aim of this event is to raise funds for the various
missions it embarks on each year. My desire has always been to go
along on one of these mission trips but the timing hasn’t always been
viable; so last year I decide to run a half marathon for the first time
and also use it as an opportunity to give back to PSF by raising 
awareness and funds for the charity.

On Sunday, 20th May 2018, I took part in the 'Hackney Half Marathon' along with two other ladies
Morenike Amudaoghan and Danielle Olaleye, we were able to raise £865 for PSF. I’m hoping to
take part in this event every two years as I believe it’s a good avenue to help raise awareness for the
charity and I’m also hoping to get more people to come along and race along with me.

Toyin Kayode
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Hello once again and 

welcome to the fourth

edition of Sight Matters –

the annual publication

that brings you the news

on all the Precious Sight

activities. 

As you know, visual 

impairment is a significant health problem in Africa. The

major eye conditions include cataracts, uncorrected 

refractive errors, glaucoma, age-related macular 

degeneration, corneal opacities, diabetic retinopathy,

trachoma and onchocerciasis.

With today’s knowledge and technology, up to 80% of

blindness is preventable and treatable. Cost-effective 

interventions are available for the major causes of

avoidable blindness. However, millions of people in

Africa remain at risk of visual loss due to the lack of 

eye-care services.

Approximately 26.3 million people in the African Region

have a form of visual impairment. Of these, 20.4 million

have low vision and 5.9 million are estimated to be blind.

It is estimated that 15.3% of the world's blind 

population reside in Africa.

There is some evidence indicating that eye conditions like

cataracts, glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy are on the

rise in Africa.

This is where Precious Sight comes in.  We have informed

you every year of the efforts we have made in the battle

to reduce and eventually eradicate preventable blindness

in the African region, and the last year was no different.  

We narrowly missed our operational targets for 2017

which gave us the impetus to ensure we hit the ground

running in 2018. The preparatory work and proactive

planning paid off and 2018 was officially our best yet. 

Thanks to all our collaborators, partners and donors, in

2018 we conducted 22 out-reaches in the Gambia,

Sierra Leone and Nigeria, bringing the cumulative 

number of outreaches completed since inception to 50.

In Nigeria we have become a force to be reckoned with

as we are the only known Charity to give free eye 

screening and prescription glasses, reading glasses and

eye drops as a package. 

We gave out a total of 1,087 prescription glasses, 2,850

reading glasses, 3,876 eye drops and conducted of

8,752 screenings and 121 operations and minor 

surgeries. 

As always, we aim to trump our previous year’s

achievements.  For 2019, we plan to undertake at least

25 outreaches, see a minimum of 10,000 people and 

expand our impact area, by adding Senegal to the list of

our outreach countries.

In order to do this, we need to increase our income and

this is where you PSF friends come in.  We are currently

funded via regular direct debits and standing orders, one

off funding for specific projects and ad-hoc one off 

donations or grants. Any money we receive, solve real

tangible problems. For example

£3 will provide 2 people with anti-allergy drops 

£10 will pay for a pair of prescription glasses 

£35 per eye for Cataract Surgery in The Gambia 

£500 will pay for various one off Advocacy Initiatives

So your new or continued contribution will go a long

way in helping us achieve the vision of reducing and

eventually eradicating preventable vision loss in Africa.

We gratefully receive your donations in 

Our bank details are as follows 

Precious Sight Foundation 

Barclays Bank 

Account number 63047563 

Sort Code 20 25 19 

And  

Precious Sight Charitable Foundation 

FCMB 

Account number 3176629012 

We are also very happy to continue to receive your old

glasses donations which have really made a difference

to us. 

Kindly continue to send them to

Precious Sight Foundation 

C/0 Quality Link Service Provider Limited

The Priory, Thremhall Park, 

Start Hill, Bishops Stortford

Hertfordshire, CM22 7WE

That’s it for now.  I can’t wait to update you on our 2019

activities but for now -

Let’s do this!  

Adaobi Nwachuku

EDITOR’S NOTE
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Country Screening Operations &
minor surgeries

Prescription
Glasses

Reading
Glasses

Eye Drops

Nigeria                5,426                    957                      2,688                   2,234               3

Gambia               2,276                                                                            1,480               120

Sierra Leone      550                       130                      162                      72                    

Total                    8,752                    1,087                   2,850                   3,786               123

LET’S TOT UP THE NUMBERS FOR 2018
We are proud to share the following information on how many people we saw in 2018

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND SPECIAL THANKS  

THE  PSF TRUSTEES & OPERATIONAL TEAM
PASTOR DUPE AFOLABI OF RCCG CENTRAL OFFICE, LONDON

BOLAJI AND MOJI ADEBAJO AND THE IKENNE CONSORTIUM

KEMI ALAKIJA

BUKKY DUROJAIYE

MARTIN MBICK

HUMMINGBIRD BAKERY UK

THE LIBERTY CHURCH, LONDON

ANGEL’S ABODE, LONDON 

PASTOR BAYO ADEWOLE OF FUNMI ADEWOLE FOUNDATION

DR SAM OLOYO

ALHAJA OMOBOLANE AKINYEMI-OBE

APOSTLE BUSOLA JEGEDE AND DAUGHTERS OF DESTINY 

SUCCOUR TEAM 

PASTOR AKINOLA RCCG GRACE ASSEMBLY, JOSEPH STREET 

RCCG LAGOS PROVINCE 5, NIGERIA

TOLU FALOWO, CANCER AWARE NIGERIA

A special thank you to the following ladies who took out time to ensure 

our World Sight Day Offering was a huge success. 

MRS YINKA WILLIAMS  

MRS TOYIN ODUTAYO 

MRS FADEKE ADESANYA

MRS LAWUNMI ADEOGUN

MS TIWA KOLAPO  

MS BISI OLUYEDE 

MS FAITH JOSEPH

MS PATRICIA SMITH for helping manage the Freetown 

Outreach in December.

A very special thank you to every single donor to PSF especially
those who make regular monthly donations. 

Thank you everyone!
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HOW TO SUPPORT US
SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES

1. EYE HEALTH AWARENESS

Fact
50% of visual impairment is preventable.

Solution
Prevention depends on the population engaging in regular eye
tests and being aware of concerning eye symptoms. This is why
eye health awareness is crucial.

How
Precious Sight Foundation will set up eye health awareness
drop in centres & set up seminars that can be run in schools,
villages et al.

2. GLASSES BANK

Fact
57% of blindness in Nigeria is due to uncorrected refractive
error.

Solution
Providing free glasses is a clear strategy to reduce this statistic.

How
Precious Sight Foundation will have collection points for used
glasses. The frames will be reused after the lenses are broken
and destroyed. New prescription lenses will be fitted into the
frames for patients to whom Precious Sight Foundation have
administered eye tests to.

3. GLAUCOMA

Fact
Glaucoma is a significant cause of blindness in Nigeria and in
the rest of the world. It is known to be more aggressive in 
Afro-Carribeans and damage is irreversible.

Solution
There are well established ways of diagnosing glaucoma early
before significant sight loss and proven medical and surgical
treatment to prevent progression to blindness.

How
‘Selective trabeculoplasty is clinically proven to treat glaucoma
safely and effectively. Precious Sight Foundation will invest in
the Selecta II by Lumenis to provide selective trabeculoplasty in
partnership with an established local ophthalmologist at a 
fraction of standard costs so as to make the service available
to more grass root sufferers.

PARTNERING WITH US IN THE UK
To partner with us on any of the above initiatives you can
make a one off donation

• Card         • Cash           • Cheque

Please confirm amount & make cheques payable to 
“Precious Sight Foundation”.

Alternatively you can set up a standing order by 
completing the following;
£10       £20       £50       £100      £250
...........................................................Other Please Specify

Please pay “Precious Sight Foundation” (Destination 

Account) from my account (Originator Account) the sum as

ticked above on the...............of each calendar month from

................................................20..... until further notice

...........................................................................................

(Please specify end date.)

Signature

Date

Sort Code

Account No.

Reference

PSF

Surname / Firstname

ORIGINATOR ACCOUNT DETAILS

Bank/Building Society Name

Web: www.precioussightfoundation.org
Email: info@precioussightfoundation.org
UK Registered Charity Number 1166395

Precious Sight Foundation is a UK company 
(09121147) Limited By Guarantee

DESTINATION ACCOUNT DETAILS

PRECIOUS SIGHT FOUNDATION (UK)
Barclays Bank
Sort code: 20-25-19
Account no: 63047563

From:

PARTNERING WITH US IN NIGERIA 

PRECIOUS SIGHT CHARITABLE FOUNDATION (NIGERIA) 
FCMB 
Sort Code: 214 150 283
Account no: 3176629012

FOR BOTH ONE OFF DONATIONS AND MONTHLY 
STANDING ORDERS


